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Chapter 4Chapter 4

Derivation and the LexiconDerivation and the Lexicon
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SoundSound--meaningmeaning

 Signs (“words”) are Signs (“words”) are arbitraryarbitrary signifiers signifiers 
for things that are “signified”for things that are “signified”

•• exceptions?exceptions?

 onomatopoeiaonomatopoeia (but different across languages)(but different across languages)
•• Crows: French: croaCrows: French: croa--croa; Indonesian: gagak; croa; Indonesian: gagak; 

Korean: kkaKorean: kka--akak--kkakka--ak; Spanish: cruaaac, cruaaac; ak; Spanish: cruaaac, cruaaac; 
Swedish: krax; Thai: gaa gaa; Turkish: gaaak, gaakSwedish: krax; Thai: gaa gaa; Turkish: gaaak, gaak

•• Goats: Nahuatl (Mexico): choka; Norwegian: mae; Goats: Nahuatl (Mexico): choka; Norwegian: mae; 
Quechuan (Peru):  jap’apeyay; Russian: mee; Quechuan (Peru):  jap’apeyay; Russian: mee; 
Ukrainian: meUkrainian: me--meme

 sound symbolismsound symbolism: words related in meaning : words related in meaning 
that share phonetic characteristicsthat share phonetic characteristics
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glgl-- / spl/ spl-- / tw/ tw-- in Englishin English

 glare, glaze, gleam, glee, glibber, glide, glare, glaze, gleam, glee, glibber, glide, 
glimmer, glimpse, glint, glisten, glister, glimmer, glimpse, glint, glisten, glister, 
glitter, glitter, gloamgloam, gloat, gloom, glower, gloat, gloom, glower
•• light/wetnesslight/wetness

 splash, splat, splay, splice, splash, splat, splay, splice, splinespline, splinter, , splinter, 
split, split, sploshsplosh, splotch, splurge, splutter, splotch, splurge, splutter
•• water/splittingwater/splitting

 twaddle, twain, twang, tweak, twin, twaddle, twain, twang, tweak, twin, 
tweezertweezer, twelve, twenty, twice, twig, , twelve, twenty, twice, twig, 
twinkle, twirl, twist, twit, twitch, (be)twixttwinkle, twirl, twist, twit, twitch, (be)twixt
•• old words, maybe IE infixes/prefixesold words, maybe IE infixes/prefixes

Recent research Recent research 

MA Thesis: Tong Ling (2016): Sound MA Thesis: Tong Ling (2016): Sound 
Symbolism in Brand NamingSymbolism in Brand Naming

… We hypothesize that brand names containing … We hypothesize that brand names containing 
front vowels are conceived smaller, lighter, front vowels are conceived smaller, lighter, 
milder, softer, faster, warmer etc; brand milder, softer, faster, warmer etc; brand 
names containing more soft consonants than names containing more soft consonants than 
hard ones are considered smaller, faster, hard ones are considered smaller, faster, 
lighter, sharper etc; besides, we also expect lighter, sharper etc; besides, we also expect 
that the lip shape weakens the sound that the lip shape weakens the sound 
symbolic impact in the study and the Chinese symbolic impact in the study and the Chinese 
EFL participants exhibited similar sound EFL participants exhibited similar sound 
symbolic impact on brand name preference symbolic impact on brand name preference 
as [western] native speakers did in the as [western] native speakers did in the 
previous studies … previous studies … 
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New lexemesNew lexemes

 Derivation (not inflection)Derivation (not inflection)

 CompoundingCompounding

 ZeroZero--derivationderivation

 BlendingBlending

 ......
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Compositionality: affixesCompositionality: affixes

 Affixes (like words) usually have a Affixes (like words) usually have a 
fairly stable meaningfairly stable meaning
•• e.g. ree.g. re-- in rewrite, redo, in rewrite, redo, rere--organizeorganize

•• meaning is meaning is compositionalcompositional

 But not always:But not always:
•• bebe-- in in bebehead, head, bebefriend, friend, bebesiege and siege and 

bebewitch: all different meaningswitch: all different meanings

•• ––ationation in civilizin civilizationation, public, publicationation, , 
fortificfortificationation, , organisorganisationation

•• related to history? research projectrelated to history? research project
88

CompoundingCompounding

 tool + bar; tea + housetool + bar; tea + house
•• meaning of these compounds is clear meaning of these compounds is clear 

(transparent) from meaning of the constituent (transparent) from meaning of the constituent 
parts = compositionalparts = compositional

 not alwaysnot always

 single nouns syntactically and prosodicallysingle nouns syntactically and prosodically

 nonce formsnonce forms (or (or hapaxhapax legonemalegonema): on the ): on the 
spot creations: transparent meaningspot creations: transparent meaning
•• e.g. [high voltage electricity grid systems e.g. [high voltage electricity grid systems 

supervisor ] = compound nounsupervisor ] = compound noun
•• vs. vs. lexicalisedlexicalised compounds like compounds like toolbartoolbar
•• if if lexicalisedlexicalised for a longer time, less for a longer time, less 

compositional meaningcompositional meaning
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Endocentric vs. exocentricEndocentric vs. exocentric

 Endocentric: “headed”Endocentric: “headed”
•• board board gamegame IS A kind of gameIS A kind of game
•• bluebluebirdbird IS A kind of birdIS A kind of bird

 Exocentric: “nonExocentric: “non--headed” (nonheaded” (non--
compositional)compositional)
•• lazybones lazybones IS NOT A kind of bonesIS NOT A kind of bones
•• redhead redhead IS NOT A kind of headIS NOT A kind of head

 Many languages have both kinds of Many languages have both kinds of 
compounds; endocentric ones more compounds; endocentric ones more 
common common –– why?why?
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ChineseChinese

 Exocentric examples from Chao (1968), Exocentric examples from Chao (1968), 
via Packard (2004):via Packard (2004):

verbs: verbs: zhùyìzhùyì 注意注意 pourpour--(one’s)(one’s)--mind ‘pay mind ‘pay 
attention’attention’

nouns: nouns: lingshìlingshì 领事领事 leadlead--affairs ‘consul’affairs ‘consul’

adjectives: adjectives: chumíngchumíng 出名出名 exitexit--name ‘famous’name ‘famous’

adverbs: adverbs: yòngxinyòngxin 用心用心 useuse--mind ‘carefully’ mind ‘carefully’ 

interjections: interjections: láojiàláojià 劳驾劳驾 botherbother--carriage carriage 
‘would you please’‘would you please’
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ZeroZero--derivationderivation

 bottle (N bottle (N  V)V)

 Very frequent in child languageVery frequent in child language
•• p. 115: “I’m p. 115: “I’m supermanningsupermanning””
•• all from N all from N  V V (explanation?)(explanation?)
•• examples Chinese?examples Chinese?

 age 2: 50age 2: 50--600 words600 words
 age 6: about 14,000 wordsage 6: about 14,000 words
 adult: 20kadult: 20k--50k words50k words

Verb to NounVerb to Noun

 A good readA good read A winning A winning runrun

 A long A long walkwalk A constant A constant worryworry

 Take a Take a callcall A vicious A vicious attackattack

 NYT “literary” style: NYT “literary” style: 
•• physical or mental physical or mental dissolvedissolve

•• the revelation of a secret in a movie is the revelation of a secret in a movie is 
called “the called “the revealreveal””

 The big The big askask / answer my / answer my asksasks
1212
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Literary effect: V Literary effect: V  NN
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English affixationEnglish affixation

 drink drink  drinkdrinkerer ‘deverbal noun’ ‘deverbal noun’ 

 kind kind  kindkindnessness ‘‘deadjectivaldeadjectival noun’noun’

 read read  readreadableable ‘deverbal adjective’‘deverbal adjective’

 rich rich  enenrichrich ‘‘deadjectivaldeadjectival verb’verb’

 write write  rerewritewrite ‘deverbal verb’‘deverbal verb’

 bottle bottle  bottle bottle ‘‘denominaldenominal verb’verb’

 InInfixationfixation with swear wordswith swear words
•• fan fan –– effingeffing –– tastictastic; ; OklaOkla –– effingeffing -- HomaHoma

•• foot structure plays a role: before the last footfoot structure plays a role: before the last foot
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--cont.cont.

 affixes typically attach to distinct affixes typically attach to distinct 
word classes (e.g. word classes (e.g. --erer to verbs)to verbs)

 --ishish can attach to words of different can attach to words of different 
categories, e.g. categories, e.g. childchildish, ish, oldoldishish, , 
ticklticklish (last one is an exception)ish (last one is an exception)

•• other affixes?other affixes?

 --儿儿 (northern dialects) attaches to?(northern dialects) attaches to? 1616

Other new words: BlendingOther new words: Blending

 (not productive) Isolated examples:(not productive) Isolated examples:
•• smoke + fog = smog (!)smoke + fog = smog (!)
•• binary + digit = bit (!)binary + digit = bit (!)
•• motor + hotel = motelmotor + hotel = motel
•• friends + family = friends + family = framilyframily (2010 movie)(2010 movie)

•• free + female = free + female = freemalefreemale
•• plant + animal = plant + animal = plantimalplantimal

 Many examples among our new wordsMany examples among our new words
•• texpectationtexpectation, , nomotionnomotion

 In other languages, e.g. Chinese?In other languages, e.g. Chinese?
•• 闪闪 + + 婚婚 = ‘flash marriage’ = ‘flash marriage’ (2012 movie?)(2012 movie?)

•• compound? affix? blending?compound? affix? blending?
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AcronymsAcronyms

 radar = radar = raradio dio ddetecting etecting aand nd rranginganging
•• no longer functions as an abbreviation, but as a no longer functions as an abbreviation, but as a 

full, independent wordfull, independent word

•• Amarillo PD Amarillo PD radaringradaring cars on Icars on I--40 (Google)40 (Google)

 NATO, spelt like an abbreviation, but NATO, spelt like an abbreviation, but 
pronounced like a single wordpronounced like a single word

 initialismsinitialisms / / alphabetismsalphabetisms = FBI : letters are = FBI : letters are 
pronounced separately /‘pronounced separately /‘efef ‘bi: ‘‘bi: ‘aiai//
•• essay question: are all abbreviations that essay question: are all abbreviations that could could be be 

pronounced acronyms? (e.g.: U.N.)pronounced acronyms? (e.g.: U.N.)

•• essay question: which acronyms / essay question: which acronyms / alphabetismsalphabetisms
take a definite article? (NATO…, The FBI….)take a definite article? (NATO…, The FBI….)
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ClippingClipping

 Cutting off part of a word to make a Cutting off part of a word to make a 
new wordnew word
•• rerefrigefrigerator > fridgerator > fridge

•• typotypographical error > typographical error > typo

•• adadvertisement > advertisement > ad

•• San San FrFrancanciscoisco > Frisco > Frisco (cf. (cf. JJososepheph  JefJef))

 Compare: I’d, we’re, you’ve [clitics]Compare: I’d, we’re, you’ve [clitics]

 Compare: short names:Compare: short names:
•• Robert > RobRobert > Rob Josephine > JoeJosephine > Joe

•• Susan > SueSusan > Sue Beverley > BevBeverley > Bev
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Folk etymologyFolk etymology

 Words that are borrowed from Words that are borrowed from 
another language are adapted to another language are adapted to 
make them look like native words:make them look like native words:

•• woodchuck > Cree woodchuck > Cree wuchakwuchak

•• cockroach > Spanish cockroach > Spanish cucarachacucaracha

''woodlousewoodlouse', from ', from cucocuco 'caterpillar‘'caterpillar‘

•• other examples, e.g. spelling hicother examples, e.g. spelling hiccoughcough
from hiccfrom hiccupupss

1. hiccup(s) 2. hiccough(s)1. hiccup(s) 2. hiccough(s)
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Back formationBack formation

 ‘editor’ existed in English before the ‘editor’ existed in English before the 
verb ‘edit’ didverb ‘edit’ did
•• liposuction > liposuction > liposuctliposuct (?)(?)

•• surveillance > surveillance > surveilsurveil (?)(?)

•• peasepease (pl. (pl. peasespeases) > pea) > pea

 http://www.etymonline.com/http://www.etymonline.com/

 history of word is not part of native history of word is not part of native 
speaker knowledgespeaker knowledge

Editor vs. editEditor vs. edit
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Structure of derivationsStructure of derivations

 [[un [[un –– [friend [friend –– li]] li]] ––ness]ness]

unun friendfriend lyly nessness
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Compound structureCompound structure

 What is the structure of What is the structure of 

•• credit card agreement formcredit card agreement form

•• undersea cable repair teamundersea cable repair team

•• World Trade Center rescue workerWorld Trade Center rescue worker

(from (from Haspelmath’sHaspelmath’s textbook)textbook)

 sometimes more than one structure sometimes more than one structure 
is possibleis possible
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HomeworkHomework

 Read chapter 4 especially carefully; Read chapter 4 especially carefully; 
note down any questionsnote down any questions

 Find any new English or Chinese wordsFind any new English or Chinese words

 Please prepare exercises Please prepare exercises 11--77 for class for class 
next weeknext week

 Thank youThank you


